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"That Scarlet Thief sure is hard to deal with!" Leon frowned, realizing that the situation was more difficult than he thought!

No wonder the Scarlet Thief was able to do evil for so many years without being caught by the Dragon Corps' experts!

"That's right! It's not just the Scarlet Thief, all of the Eight Criminals are the same. Not only are they incredibly strong, they're so

good at hiding."

"To deal with them, the Dragon Corps needs to spend so much resources and effort."

Both Oliver and Abraham sighed.

Those in the light struggled to catch those in the dark!

Even though the Dragon Corps had a lot of men, the Eight Criminals were all incredibly cunning. They would not face the Dragon

Corps' experts head-on like idiots!

Normally, they would vanish without a trace at the slightest sign of trouble!

Only when things blew over would they appear again to cause trouble!

Finding the Eight Criminals was like finding a needle in a haystack!

Otherwise, if it was a head-on fight, those criminals would already have been killed by experts from the Dragon Corps! "Oliver,

how about this? Why don't the two of us secretly start spreading the news that Henry Yates has joined Cynthion Group later,"

Leon said after some thought.

He considered using Henry as bait to lure the Scarlet Thief out when he recruited Henry initially!

The time was perfect!

With the Dragon Corps' ability and network, if they secretly let out information, it would be spread incredibly quickly. There should

be no holes in the information as well!

Then, as long as the Scarlet Thief falls for it and appears himself, it would be much easier for Leon to deal with!

It was far better than the Scarlet Thief constantly being in hiding!

"Mister Wolf, you're trying to lure him out with bait?" Oliver and Abraham immediately guessed Leon's plan.

"Yes, that's right!" Leon said with a nod.

"T-That might not work out! Mister Wolf, the Scarlet Thief is incredibly cunning. If our experts lie in wait for him, he will notice it.

He would appear that easily," Oliver and Abraham shook their heads and said.

They knew how strong Leon was. They knew that Leon was only around the Semi Almighty State or the initial Almighty State!

Scarlet Thief was at the intermediate Almighty State, he was stronger than Leon!

The two of them did not think that Leon would be able to deal with Scarlet Thief alone. They felt like Leon wanted to work with

the Dragon Corps' experts to set up an ambush!

On the other hand, Leon asked the two of them to look into Henry before.

So, they knew of Henry's relationship with the Scarlet Thief. They also knew that the Dragon Corps used Henry as bait before,

but failed in the end!

The Scarlet Thief would not fall for it if Leon used the same trick!

"I know! I have my ways! The two of you just need to get it done!" Leon said calmly.

He was planning on dealing with Scarlet Thief himself, and did not want any ambushes!

As long as the experts from the Dragon Corps were not involved, it would not be hard for him to lure the Scarlet Thief over!

Of course, since the Scarlet Thief was too strong, he was not confident that he would be able to deal with the man!

Before the matter was done, he would not tell the other two his idea. Otherwise, it would just look bad on him.

"Yes, sir!"

Oliver and Abraham both answered.

Even though they did not know how Leon planned on dealing with the Scarlet Thief, they did not dare to go against a direct

order.

"Alright, let's go meet Mister Glasbey!" Leon changed the topic and said.

After that, the three of them walked right into Alfred's office.
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